Now is a good time to introduce my forgiveness quiz. It will give you an idea about your current thoughts and feelings about the topic of forgiveness. Do not worry, it is a breeze!

Forgiveness Quiz

Do you think forgiveness is essential to our human experience?
A. No, forgiveness is a myth. I tend to just disregard the situation.
B. Yes, forgiveness is something we all must do and it is important to have a healthy life.
C. Maybe, but only if people are sorry for the pain they have caused and they change their behavior.
D. You get what you give. If you have broken my trust then you should not be in my life.

When someone has hurt you do you expect an apology?
A. Apologies are rare. Most people do not own up to what they have done.
B. No, I don’t think people should say they are sorry. It’s a bonus if they do.
C. Sure, an apology is great, but I will find it hard to ever trust them again.
D. Yes, they should try to change their behavior and not repeat it.
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Do you feel people are out for themselves?
A. Yes! People try to get what they can. People are very self-centered. They want to know, “What have you done for me lately?”
B. No, people make decisions and have beliefs based on their own life experience. Generally, people want to help others.
C. Our society has created greedy people. Everyone is trying to get something or sell you something. If you fall for it, it is your fault.
D. Generally, people think about themselves and that makes it hard to believe they did not know what they were doing.

Forgiveness is important in all major religions. Do you think you are required to forgive?
A. Maybe – forgiveness is okay in some situations, but not if a person does something immoral or illegal.
B. Yes, it is a requirement of God. If God is going to forgive us then we must forgive others.
C. No, religion has it all wrong. You need to get what you give.
D. Religion is too easy on people. I cannot forget what the person did and let them back into my heart only to hurt me all over again.

What is forgiveness to you?
A. Forgiveness is letting go and moving on. This only happens in movies and fairy tales.
B. Forgiveness is letting go of the pain and anger caused by a person or a situation.
C. Forgiveness is letting go of the situation, but remembering the person has shown you who they are. I cannot fix them, but karma will pay them back.
D. Forgiveness can happen sometimes, but trust is hard to earn back.

If you disagree with someone, you...
A. Would give them the correct information because they are misinformed.
B. Would try to see their point of view and not hold it against them if they do not agree with you.
C. Would try to educate them on the issue. If they still do not agree, I agree to disagree. But I am not going to talk to them about the subject again.
D. There is no changing their opinion. They are irrational and too difficult to have in my life.
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If you have caused someone pain by your words when you have argued you...
A. Rarely, I apologize. It takes two to argue, and it is clear that we will not agree.
B. I would humbly apologize and try to make things right.
C. I would apologize if I think I was wrong, but making sure the person understands I was in a tough situation.
D. I might apologize. It depends on the person and if I respect them.

If someone does something illegal or immoral...
A. Throw the book at them! There are laws for a reason and society should just be done with them.
B. I understand that they are subject to social justice.
C. I might forgive them if I can find out why they did what they did and then they apologize. And they never do it again.
D. People know when they are doing something illegal or immoral. It is not a secret that there are rules in life.

Score

Be conscious that we are all of these things at one time or another. But when dealing with our pain, we usually lean more one way than the other. We have all heard people say things like: “I hope they get what they deserve;” “I would never be able to forgive someone who hurt my family;” “I will never talk to that person again;” “It is easier to not deal with it, because people do not change;” and so on. All of these and a thousand more are common in our culture. We may not even realize we are struggling with un-forgiveness.

When you hear about people forgiving cheating spouses, murderers, and neglectful parents it can leave you thinking that they are some type of special “super forgiver,” or they are just stupid. They are not better than you nor are they reckless. They merely understand the power that forgiveness gives them. These people understand what forgiveness is and what it is not.
Count how many A, B, C, or D’s you marked. Refer to the descriptions below. Remember we are all the types, but usually we are more one or two of them.

NUMBER OF A’s _____ B’s _____ C’s_____ D’s_______

If you scored high in the A’s you are The Stuffer Non-Forgiver.

If you scored high in the B’s you are a Roll off the Duck’s Back Forgiver.

If you scored high in the C’s you are a Revenge is Sweet Non-Forgiver.

If you scored higher in the D’s you are a Once and You’re Done Non-Forgiver.

**The Stuffer Non-Forgiver**

For you, deep forgiveness is a myth. It is like a unicorn. It sounds good and magical, but in real life it is not possible. In your experience, it is unreasonable for you to forgive someone for what they did. You stuff down your un-forgiveness. You will show up at the family reunion, but you won’t like it. If someone apologizes, you are okay with it, but you are not going to believe they really mean it. Sure, you can let little things go. But if someone causes pain to you or your loved ones, you cannot forgive them.

Shocker! Many people are exactly like you. Forgiveness is something they do not want to deal with. It is easier to just stuff the situation down and try to forget it. The last thing you need is more conflict. So, you show up, put on a fake smile, and secretly judge the person from afar. You might even understand that people are on their own path, but you do not have to forgive them for it.

Stuffing things down and not dealing with them results in one becoming a last-minute forgiver. This is a common issue in hospice care. Deep family problems, personal regrets, or anger can come bubbling to the surface when faced with the sudden review of your life. If you are lucky, you will be able to resolve and forgive. If not, you will leave behind a legacy of un-forgiveness.
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The Roll Off the Duck’s Back Forgiver

First I can tell you that you are a rare duck! It is unusual that people can let things go and forgive as easily as you can. The world needs more people like you, who can let things roll off their backs. It is human nature to want a bit of revenge or to not deal with the person at all. But not you!

Whether it is just in your DNA, or you have done a lot of work to understand what forgiveness is or is not, you deserve a great big pat on your back.

You can take responsibility for your part in the situation and humbly apologize for the pain you have caused. Way to go.

Forgiveness is a great tool when you have learned to master it. Remember even people that are good forgivers can pick up un-forgiveness. It is important that you check yourself when you feel those ugly feelings.

The Revenge is Sweet Non-Forgiver

Oh yes, it is really sweet, or is it? You are probably saying that you are not a revengeful person. You do not plot and plan in order to cause another person harm. Well, I have a surprise for you! We all do this to some degree. How many times have you thought or said that someone needs to learn his or her lesson? So, you don’t call them back, go to dinner with them, or pick them up, because you decided you would teach them a lesson. By trying to teach someone a lesson you are really saying, “I am right and you are wrong, and you deserve what you get.” Yes, they might be the worst person ever, but if you decide to treat them badly, what does that say about you? Two wrongs don’t make a right, right?

It’s understandable to want the person or persons to get a taste of the pain they have caused you. You want to be heard and understood. And you want payback. Somehow in our human brains, we have decided the eye-for-an-eye philosophy will make us feel better and teach the offender a lesson. Usually, an eye-for-an-eye only causes both people to be blind.

The idea that people must pay for what they have done is not nec-
essarily a bad thing, as long as it is not revengeful. If a murderer goes to jail, that is because our society has rules that must be followed to have a healthy, safe society. To send someone to jail for the crime is appropriate, but to wish that they were beaten or murdered in prison, is vengeful. If the offense is less than murder and you think the person is unhealthy, abusive, dangerous, or really irritating, it is not revenge to have healthy boundaries.

The Once and You’re Done Non-Forgiver

If you are a Once and You’re Done type, you are very protective of your heart. If people do something to you that you feel is wrong, immoral, or criminal, you can never trust them again. Sometimes you do not even bother telling them why you do not want them in your life. You like your life less complicated. It is easier to just be done with the people who hurt you.

Life is full of difficult people with chaotic lives. If you cut all of the difficult people out of your life, you won’t have many people left. We all mess up, some more than others, and to different degrees. Yes, you can have healthy boundaries from negative people and situations without slicing all of them out of your life. We all deserve second chances!

Next time you are ready to shut someone out of your life, ask yourself if you are only doing this because it is easier and because you are protecting yourself from further pain. Examine the situation more closely. The relationship with this person might be worth saving.

A Once and You’re Done Non-Forgiver will throw away people without ever giving them a chance to make amends. If the person is someone who has hurt you, you will still carry the pain even if you have tossed them away.
Applying the Results

The results of the quiz are intended to help you better understand how you approach and manage forgiveness in your life. It is not to say that you can’t change over time, but more important that you think about your inner feelings and current frame of mind as it relates to forgiveness and your personality.
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YOUR THOUGHTS: